
The TurboGrafx / PC-Engine

There were various versions of the system with various names. The one above is the larger UK/Euro version, Japanese and
American systems were much smaller. There was an option for a CD unit to be added, which again gave options - the
UK/Euro version needed a HU card to play CD music and a different one to play CD games; I don’t think this was the case
with other units.

Bottom line is that unlike the other retro consoles, you had a variety of options, which wasn’t really a good idea. If you
wanted to buy a SNES, NES, N64, MegaDrive, Playstation 1, Saturn, Xbox, GX4000, or whatever, you had one choice of
system although some of the systems were made smaller in later years they were the same systems otherwise in practice.

Living in the UK, I bought the above system which is a TurboGrafx, not a TurboGrafx-16 (US), which again is a bit
different to the other systems - works on a 17 Mhz crystal instead of a 21 Mhz one, so the games are reported to play
slightly slower, it doesn’t seem to like tapping RGB off the HU chip like the US and Japanese systems, which you also need
often to amplify the signals with to get a good picture, the UK system has an extra chip on it, the CXA145p, which takes the
RGB signal from the HU chip and is designed to output in composite - however, it seems to amplify the RGB and C-sync
signals so you can tap straight off the chip - easier. I couldn’t get RGB working off the HU chip, perhaps the signal got too
weak, don’t know, I spent many hours trying to work it out and in the end managed to track down a pinout for the
CXA1145p chip and wire straight to it - works great!

Like I said, many options! One more good reason to get the UK system about 1/3 the price of the US equivalent! (ebay).

Games either come on CD or on HUcards, which are like thick credit cards. This is excellent, nice and small! The game
itself (with few exceptions, like Streetfighter) resides on the black part of the card and the white is just fingerholds and
somewhere nice to put the game logo.

The USA/UK games are easy to identify as they just have a game name and the TurboGrafx logo.



The Japanese games don’t have the logo and have a pretty game pic or image on them.

They claim you can’t play USA games on a Japanese system even if you have a converter; however you can lift one pin off
a chip and ground it, then with a converter play USA games. They claim you can’t play Japanese games on a US system, yet
can with a converter.

You don’t need to buy a very expensive converter, you can make one for virtually free if you open your system up - you just
have to switch four pairs of contacts over depending on which region you want to play. More on that later.

I’m not interested in the CD addon for the system as there were few games on CD that aren’t on HUcard, adding a CD unit
to a portable makes it very bulky, it feels strange holding a system with a CD spinning inside; and the power requirements
are big which makes little sense in using them in a portable.

To put this into context, with a portable system: official Sony PSone screen takes about 0.8 amps, the TurboGrafx (mine)
about 0.55 amps, so about 1.35 amps in total. If using say 4.4 amps batteries, you would get about 3 hours 15 mins playtime
between charges. Adding on the CD unit takes another 1.5 amps, so you are looking at 2.85 amps, so your portable might
only last just over an hour in real terms. There is no point or benefit at all in a CD unit in a portable, so I am not using one;
just the excellent HUcards.

I show opening up the TurboGrafx and some of the modding I needed to do, and making it into a portable in my other
guide, once the system is completed, however, here is some details in regards to pinouts and modifications. Naturally the
details are more for the UK/Euro TurboGrafx system as that is what I have, however I have included details for the
CoreGrafx and PC-Engine where I can.



Controller, video and audio

Pinout for connecting audio and composite directly onto a Euro/UK TurboGrafx. Ground can be tapped from many places
on the board of course:

Here is the Euro/UK TurboGrafx controller - again, different versions, different design!



Pinout of the controller colour wires to their places on the motherboard

If reducing the motherboard size, you can use a multimeter to work out where the pins on the bottom row connect to and
wire up.



In my case, (ignoring ground which can be tapped from many places on the board) the corresponding wires go here:



Making your system play USA and Japanese games

If you have a Japanese system, you need to locate the HU6280 chip and gently pry up pin 29 (the pins are labelled) by
inserting a small screwdriver under the chip and heating the pin with a soldering iron so the pin separates from the solder
joint. Don’t apply any pressure or you will break the pin or traces. Don’t bend the pin more than you have to or it could
snap off. Then wire pin 29 to ground.

Articles:

As you see, the “shocked logo” above is only correct if you don’t mod your system, as detailed above.

The good news is that you don’t NEED a converter, you can make the switch between regions just by swapping four pairs
of wires over.



This diagram shows the pins and their swapping partner:



You can buy an 8P2T switch to do this, or make your own with eight single pole switches or four double throw switches -
this is a far cheaper method although of course larger. I mounted mine in 2mm perspex.

For a slide, used a square plastic pen, although you can use whatever.



Dremelled out the inside to make a channel for the tops of the switches.

Filled it with hot glue and pressed into place on the switch tops.

Slides easily and without much pressure, ideal. Just make sure there are no obstructions in the way.



The switch is to be wired as such (colours are just illustration):




